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“Lord who shall abide in thy tabernacle? Who shall dwell in thy holy hill?
He that putteth not his money to usury.” Psalm 15:1.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

INTEREST. Today there is a wide variety of choices
of where you can invest your money to get the highest interest in return. Is it paid on daily balances or monthly balance? Is it paid monthly or quarterly? The question is: Is it
stealing according to God’s Holy Law.
The answer, of course, is yes, and from the verse
above it becomes obvious that those who put out their money to get the highest possible interest (or any interest for
that matter) shall not dwell in God’s tabernacle. Just remember that. See also 1 Timothy 6:10, Leviticus 25:36-37,
and Deuteronomy 23:20.
WHO IS THE ENEMY OF CHRISTIANS? (The
Spotlight Aug 20 1984) “Offensive Literature.” GOP’s
plans to include a complimentary New Testament in the
5,000 welcome kits for delegates to the Republican Convention have been scotched after a national Jewish leader
protested to the White House.
Hyman Bookbinder, a spokesman for the American
Jewish Committee, upon hearing of the plan, said he was so
disturbed that he asked an assistant to President Ronald
Reagan to investigate.
“All this is part of a general effort to Christianise
America, and that’s not what our Founding Fathers intended.” Bookbinder said. “I expect they (Republicans) will
realise the possible political consequences.”
For further answers to the above question, send $3 for
tape #8027b.
COMPETETIVE EDGE. Amidst all the talk about
Japan’s economic “miracle” and its competitive edge over
the United States (and Australia, CI), there is one much
overlooked explanation for Japan’s apparent industrial superiority. The Japanese government regulates its nation’s
bank as a public utility, and the prime rate for Japanese
business stands at 5.8%. That compares to a 13% prime rate
for American business.
TRILATS TELL YOU: PICK UP THE BILL. “The
taxpayers of the developed countries must expect to pick up
some of the bill in the form of increased resources made
available to the international financial institutions such as
the IMF, the World Bank, and the Regional Development
Banks.” That direct comment emerges on page 82 of “A
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Trilateral Agenda for the Decade”, just published by the
Trilateral Commission, titled “Democracy Must Work”.
It sounds good, but inside, however, you find out that
“democracy” is equated with what is good for the internationalists. It was at the June, 1983 summit in Williamsburg,
Virginia that the Reagan administration made a secret
commitment to shovel $50 billion tax dollars into Third
World and communist countries over a presumed eight
years in the White House.
CENTER FOR HEALTH ACTION (CHA). Director Dr John Yiamouyiannis warned, “Pregnant women
should stay away from drugs and toxic chemicals. The U.S.
Public Health Service plans to give half of these women (of
1200 pregnant women in an experiment) tablets containing
one milligram of the toxic chemical fluoride to be taken
daily. If the fluoride passes through the placenta,”
Yiamouyiannis warned, “the possibility of birth defects is
very real.”
He discusses these facts and more extensive research
done concerning genetic damage, in his book “Fluoride:
The Aging Factor”, available from Liberty Library, 300
Independence Avenue, SE, Washington D.C. 20003 for
$11.95.
PRESIDENT IS LOSING “LIFERS”. Anti-abortion
forces lined up behind Ronald Reagan in his 1980 bid for
the nation’s top office. But in 1984 the President can expect
to see his anti-abortion supporters defecting to the new
Populist Party.
The President campaigned on an anti-abortion platform, but during his administration Abortionists have had a
field day. There were still 1.5 million babies killed each
year in the last four years under Reagan; the same as under
Carter.
In recent addresses, Reagan has denounced abortion.
However, his official policies have not hampered the practice, but, in fact, have encouraged it – at taxpayer expense.
The views and opinions expressed in the articles herein or herewith are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of CIM. They are written by
fallible men. You must ask Jesus to guide your studies!
CIM reserves the right to edit submitted or reprinted material in line with
CIM editorial policy. CIM does the utmost to ensure that the spirit of articles remains intact at all times.
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POPULIST PARTY PLATFORM at Nashville
Tennessee, August 19, 1984:
1. Abolish the privately owned Federal Reserve System
2. Repudiate the national debt
3. Repeal the federal income tax on individuals
4. Enact tariff laws which will rejuvenate American industry and protect the living standards of our working men and women
5. Restrict immigration to protect employment for
American workers
6. Restore the America First tradition of noninvolvement in foreign wars
7. Revitalise the Family farm
In all that the people can individually do
well for themselves, government ought not
to interfere.
Abraham Lincoln

SACRIFICE. (The Spotlight Set 17, 1984). As the
government continues to hand out our national treasure to
foreign nations, life for our citizens becomes increasingly
hard. The shamefully low wages paid our own servicemen
have resulted in a tragedy in Marine, California near Fort
Ord.
Danny Holley, 13, whose father was stationed in
South Korea and whose family could not make ends meet,
told his mother, “If you didn’t have to feed me, things
would go better.”
The Holley family, with four children, had exhausted
their emergency relief benefits provided by the Army, and
still had no money for food. Danny, distraught over his
family’s plight, hanged himself from a plant hook in his
backyard. (But billions can be found to support communism, CI).
A little revolution now and then is a good
thing; the Tree of Liberty must be refreshed
from time to time with the blood of tyrants.
Thomas Jefferson

“TAXPAYERS ARE DUE FOR ‘BLOODLETTING’” was the title of another headline in The Spotlight. No doubt to prop up Reagan’s “favorite ally”; the
Jewish state in Palestine.
“NEWSPEAK” USED IN BATTLE TO WARP
YOUR THINKING. By Michael A. Hoffman.
“What’s in a name?” Shakespeare asked. The reply to
his question in our modern Big Brother control era would
have to be “the battle for men’s minds”.
One of' the most interesting insights afforded readers
of George Orwell’s book “1984” is the author’s concept of
“Newspeak”. Rather like the metal-threaded, multi-colored,
Federal Reserve note the government is proposing, the introduction of new words to describe ancient ideas represents change for change sake.
The more head-spinning changes that can be foisted
on the people, the more they will tend to abandon traditional, guideposts and moral anchors, and drift off into the
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modern mindset wherein people are urged to value only
fashions and trends. And who sets the fashions and trends?
The second destructive aspect of newspeak terminology is its deceptiveness. Take for example the word “gay”.
At one time this was perhaps one of the most pleasant and
wholesome descriptive adjectives in our beautiful language.
Terming something as “gay” summoned up images of innocent pleasures and good, clean fun.
But the gender benders seized the word and applied it
to the vice of homosexuality. By calling homosexuals - who
are usually tragically unhappy people - by the adjective
“gay”, the hidden change agents have scored a sweeping
propaganda victory. By associating queers with gaiety
(light-hearted happiness) this sexual perversion is no longer
psychologically associated with sin, disease and shame.
Knowledgeable writers, aware of this twisted propagandizing for homosexuality, should refrain from using
“gay” in its newspeak application. “Homosexual” or
“queer” are apt and accurate adjectives for these sexual
perverts.
If one must use "gay" for describing homosexuals it
should always be used with quotation marks, such as, “He
calls himself a ‘gay’ person”. These quotation marks distinguish the artificial distortion of the word. To use it to describe homos without quotation marks is a victory for the
gender benders.
DEAR MANUSCRIPT. Another newspeak “gem” is
the abbreviation “Ms”. A good friend of mine, who is a
stickler for proper grammar and usage, carefully writes
back to any charitable or political organization that attempts
to solicit contributions from him in a begging letter that
begins, “Dear Ms or Mr”.
In his reply, my friend informs the letter-writing organization that there is no manuscript living at his house.
Since “Ms” has traditionally denoted only the word “manuscript”, my friend is right to point out the stupidity inherent
in the new misuse of' this abbreviation.
It is clearly intended to wipe out any distinction between married and unmarried females. This writer believes
it is ultimately aimed at the destruction of the institution of
marriage itself. It may seem far-fetched to suggest that
simply sneaking newspeak words into everyday usage
could result in sweeping social changes.
But Orwell, who was certainly no conservative or
prude, thought enough of their destructive potential to make
their usage a central theme of his anti-totalitarian masterwork. Social engineering by word manipulation in the news
media can also come about through the suppression of' the
proper word that should be used to describe a person or
activity.
HE OR SHE. If there is any practice that most effectively illustrates the decline of' the medical profession it
would be the adult “sex-change” operations now in vogue.
Typically these involve some pathetic individual who is
convinced God made a mistake and that he was meant to be
a “she”.
Thanks to the “wonder” of modern medicine, humanity no longer has to consider the mere wishes of divine providence. A man can go into the hospital and receive hormone
injections and major and cosmetic surgery. Upon the patient’s leaving the medical facility, the news media will
invariably play along with the farce and call the person who
emerges a “female”!
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This is the same news media which constantly informs
us about how vitally concerned they are with facts and accuracy. The height of this folly was reached in the sports
world when a former eye surgeon, Dr Richard Raskin, underwent this medical transformation and emerged, with the
full cooperation of the media, as “Dr Renee Richards” the
“female” tennis pro.
But what is the proper, factual description of this person? Is this person capable of having children? Have this
person’s chromosomes been biologically altered into female chromosomes? Of course not. The correct term for
this person is a “eunuch” or “eunuchoid”. He has been castrated, pumped full of drugs and stuffed into a dress like
some grotesque Halloween horror.
Only God can make a man or a woman. Modern medicine, like the news media that fronts for it, can only create
sexual illusions.
BLACK OR WHITE. Recently Vanessa Williams, a
model, forfeited her crown as Miss America due to a scandal involving nude photographs for which she posed with
another woman.
Miss Williams has light skin. But the media persistently referred to her as “Black”. As anyone who has eyes
can observe, Miss Williams is most assuredly not Black.
She is Mulatto - that is to say, a person of Negro and Caucasian lineage. But because the Media has outlawed the
word “Negro”, and because Miss Williams cannot be called
“White” due to her facial features, the media have pinned
the “Black” tag on her when “Mulatto” is actually the only
appropriate term.
Since the use of the word “Mulatto” underscores disorienting, “Mixmaster” results of race mixing, something
“our” newsmen don’t want us to think about, its usage is
suppressed.
Probably the ultimate commentary on the absolute folly of our snooty media barons is their celebration of a Mulattress who most closely resembles a White female as a
“Black” Miss America, while refusing to use the factual
word “Mulatto” to describe her.
Who’s behind this promotion of newspeak words and
the suppression of other, perfectly accurate old-fashioned
ones? Who indeed but the shadowy forces who make war,
reap profits and rule the electronic and print media, all far
our “benefit”, of course.
We don’t have to give in to them, however. We can
fight them, by refusing to use their idiotic newspeak words,
and by resurrecting in our conversations, letters and writing
the words they want suppressed. (The Bible also speaks of
abominations and a stench in Gods nose; these are very apt
descriptions as well, CI).
AMERICAN TAXPAYERS will be saddled with a
minimum of $5 billion that U.S. banks advanced to the recently ousted Argentine junta to finance the war in the
South Atlantic in the spring of 1982 - unless the Argentines
pay the bill, which seems increasingly unlikely. (The Spotlight Sept 10, 1984).
INEPT. Nearly twenty per cent of the casualties suffered by the Israeli armed forces during the invasion of
Lebanon were inflicted by themselves, in a display of ineptitude that stumped U.S. military experts. U.S. defense officials described the Israeli record as a disaster, saying that
normal losses from “friendly fire” average three per cent of
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casualties. In addition, the Israelis suffered severe losses
when fighting the poorly trained Syrian forces, many of
whom are irregulars. The Syrians managed to capture 150
Israeli tanks during the fighting. Tanks are the mainstay of
Israeli war material. (Good luck to the Arabs fighting for
their rightful possession, CI).
FOREIGN SABOTEURS, SPIES, ARSONISTS
OPERATE WITH IMPUNITY IN AMERICA. Israel
has been sending experienced terrorists to Washington as
its senior diplomatic envoys for more than three decades,
The Spotlight has learned from highly placed U.S. intelligence sources.
The revelation that over the years the Middle Eastern
mini-state has been represented in the United States by secret service agents skilled in the “trade craft” of sabotage,
kidnapping, murder and arson is raising new questions
about the greatest act of terrorism perpetrated in this country: the recent incendiary outrage that demolished the premises of the Institute For Historical Review, near Los Angeles.
WESTERN CIVILIZATION IS CRUMBLING
UNDER ONSLAUGHT FROM SUBVERSIVES.
(Excerpts). There is little doubt that Western civilization is today in the midst of a monumental struggle for survival. Some ardent pessimists would suggest it is in a state
of rapid and irreversible decline, that the death knell is tolling for the West at this moment as it tolled for the Roman
Empire in the fifth century.
Whether one is apt to accept the former or the latter
assertion matters little. The bottom line is that Western
Christian civilization is doomed to extinction unless enough
inhabitants of the Western World rouse themselves from
their apathy and lethargy and unite to crush those nefarious
forces that have been relentlessly plotting the premature
burial of the cradle of Christianity, morality, tradition and
liberty (Western civilisation) for centuries. These forces
have included communism, monopoly capitalism, socialism, statism, secular humanism, collectivism, internationalism, Freemasonry, Zionism, ecumenism, feminism and
modern liberalism.
The governmental structure of the West has long been
in the grip of an iron triangle, an internationalist cabal consisting of usurious financiers, corporate socialists and a
pseudo-intellectual academic elite. All are committed to the
establishment of a new world order. Most of our Protestant
churches had succumbed long before the Catholic Church.
Today most Protestant denominations are busy financing the Marxist agenda of the National Council of Churches/ World Council of Churches axis, advocating the “social
gospel”, marching for assorted leftist causes (such as the
nuclear freeze), rewriting the Bible (to remove references to
gender), or making Jesus Christ into a woman. (That’s
right. Check out the sculpture of “Christa” at St. John the
Divine in New York). The fundamentalist movement is, by
and large, preaching a bizarre worship of the secular state
of Israeli.
In America, that means driving from office every Trilateral Commissioner, Council on Foreign Relations agent,
Bilderberger and any other adherent of internationalism.
Overseas it means removing from the seats of power every
Club of Rome disciple and Royal Institute of International
Affairs member, as well as the Trilateralists and Bilderbergers.
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(What is happening to Western Christian Civilization
is in accord with Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28 where
are listed the Blessings for Obedience to God’s Law and the
Curses for Disobedience. God is strengthening our enemies
against us (as in the book of Judges) in order to drive us to
National Repentance for National Sin. We have to get away
from Christianised Pagan Feasts and return to Biblical
Worship of the True God of the Bible, Jesus Christ. For
more information on this ask for the tapes #7522, #7523,
WE’LL DO IT GOD’S WAY, CI).
SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST YOU MAY NOT HAVE
HEARD ABOUT: (From The Spotlight August 6, 1984)
PATENT PENDING. Thanks to a law passed by
congress in 1820, American land owners can no longer be
foreclosed upon by bankers, according to some patriots who
have recently rediscovered this long forgotten law.
The Act of April 24, 1820 allows you to obtain a patent to your land. Hundreds of farmers, alerted to this option, have already filed with the Bureau of Land Management to ask for their allodial titles. According to the patriots, this form of title to land is “at law”, whereas a mortgage is merely “at equity”, and hence the land, once patented, is not subject to foreclosure.
The patriots say the Founding Fathers made this provision because they could foresee a time when the bankers
would drive Americans from their land unless such a law
was passed.
TIME OFF. A recent study by the Justice Department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics shows murderers and
other violent criminals serve much smaller percentages of
their prison terms than do lesser felons.
The statistics show that as the seriousness of the crime
increases, the percentage of the sentence served decreases.
In the states states surveyed, average time served by convicted felons ranged from 1-3 years. Those sentenced for
serious violent crimes, including murder, served an average
of 2-4 years. (Yet note what is happening to Ken Anderson,
he will probably be forced to serve the full 7 years, CI).
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM SUFFERS. Reagan has
been instrumental in levying Social Security taxes against
Churches and church schools.
According to the Christian Education and Research
Foundation, the new tax burden on Christian Schools - if
not reversed - will be around $240,000 per day.
NATIONS ECONOMY TEETERS ON THE
SHARP EDGE OF BANRRUPTCY. Interest payments
on the national debt are rising even faster than the debt itself, as long term debt financed at lower rates is refinanced
at today’s higher rates.
Since 1977, the federal debt held by the public has
“only” tripled, from $551 .8 billion to $1.5497 trillion,
while interest on this debt has soared from $29.9 billion to
just under $120 billion in 1984 - a quadrupling of total interest payments. The Congressional Budget Office foresees
interest expenses almost doubling to $219 billion by 1989.
OTHER HEADLINES FROM The Spotlight:
“GOVERNMENT REHEARSES PLAN TO SAVE
BANKERS AT THE EXPENSE OF TAXPAYERS.” and
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“ADMINISTRATION TURNS ITS BACK ON SUFFERING OF U.S. INDUSTRY.”
Notice the determination of President Reagan to lend
$68 million plus to Communist China for steelmaking
equipment, while American industry goes bankrupt and
millions lose their jobs. While it may not be on such a
grand scale, the same thing is happening in Australia.
Much has also been said of late, in connection with
our Federal Elections, about nuclear disarmament. However, it seems that it is only the West which has to disarm.
Demonstrations in Australia, West Germany, England etc.
But what about nuclear disarmament in Russia or China?
All these communist nations can only survive by the
economic blood transfusions from the West. It would be a
simple matter to cut off all that “aid” and so force the
communists to comply with disarmament. However, nobody ever talks about that. As Bill Hayden has said, he
would use the U.S. Bases as a lever against the Americans
if necessary, but no such force is mentioned against the
communists.
ANOTHER HEADLINES FROM The Spotlight:
“HUGE OIL AND GAS FIND OFF BELIZE NORTHEAST OF GUATEMALA.”
THREE INFANTS HAVE RECENTLY DIED in
Brisbane after receiving blood transfusions from a homosexual donor who had “AIDS”. There is now talk of bringing in legislation to treat such instances as manslaughter.
When are we, as a nation, going to be obedient to
GOD’S LAW and execute these abominations in the sight
of God? That is the best way to eliminate AIDS. It also
makes you think about blood transfusions and the stand the
Jehovah’s Witnesses have taken on them.
HOME SCHOOLING. An interesting new cassette
is available dealing with schooling. It forms part of Pastor
Emry’s “Home School Packet” which is available for $6.
The cassette by itself is $3.
SHOULD CHRISTIANS GAMBLE? An interesting
question, especially as insurance can be viewed as gambling. Should Christians have insurance or trust in God? An
interesting cassette dealing this question, and also with the
Land Patent in America is now available for $3.
CHRISTMAS. We have decided this year, (and by
now all those who know us know our views on this Babylonian feast of the birth of Tammuz), that any who send us
Christmas cards are going to have them returned as unwanted mail! We must get rid of all false religion before
there can be any real revival. (If you would like more information send $2 for the book “IS CHRISTMAS CHRISTIAN?”)
We would like to thank all those whose contributions
make the distribution of this material an ongoing process.
Pray for us here as we pray for you and all in Christian Israel.
In Christ

Hendrik (Hank) Roelofs
Hendrik Roelofs
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